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Introduction



Outline

Introduction (15 min)

Forensic Imaging, Analysis and Recovery Tools (45 min)

Break (10 min)

Hands-on Session:
Forensic Analysis of the Digital Dossier Génétique (120 min)

Discussion: The Born Digital Record and the DSE (20 min)
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Outline (a bit more detailed)

• Introduction (15 min)
• Forensic Imaging, Analysis and Recovery Tools (45 min)

• Forensic imaging
• Forensic System Analysis: Sleuthkit, Autopsy
• File and data recovery (file undelete, carving, drive slack
analysis, fragmented files, system restore points, other)

• File structures (Fastsave, RSID)
• Cloud forensics (Dropbox, Google Docs)

• Break (10 min)
• Hands-on Session: Forensic Analysis of the Digital Dossier
Génétique (120 min) – Caine Linux, evidence: artificial
Win2k, Win7, Win10 images

• Discussion: The Born Digital Record and the DSE (20 min)
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Caine Linux

www.caine-live.net. 3



BitCurator

http://www.bitcurator.net/ (running guymager). 4



BitCurator

http://www.bitcurator.net/ (running bulkextractor). 5



Forensig 2.0

By Christian Moch, PhD thesis, Erlangen University, 2010, http://d-nb.info/1068781181/04.
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Forensic Imaging, Analysis and
Recovery Tools



Forensic Imaging: »dd«

• bit-by-bit imaging of the harddrive platter with »dd« or one
of its variants dc3dd, dd_rescue, FTKimager, EnCase, aimage

• Please note: Just copying the visible folders and
›ISO-Images‹ are useless for forensic use.

• In cases of severe damage a laboratory can help
• Can be performed on any kind of block-based storage
• Can be authenticated thru hashing
• Should be done asap, as long as the drive works and the
wafer is intact.
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Forensic Imaging: Guymager (dd GUI)

http://www.bitcurator.net/ (running guymager). 8



System Analysis: Sleuthkit

Sleuthkit (hex view)
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System Analysis: Autopsy Browser

Autopsy
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System Analysis: Autopsy Browser (Linux)

Autopsy, Orphaned File View
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System Analysis: Autopsy Browser

Autopsy: timeline
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System Analysis: Autopsy Browser

Autopsy: timeline
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Forensic Data Recovery: retrieving the text

• never (really immediately) deleted
• if deleted, partially recoverable through undelete, carving
etc. (if not overwritten, redundancy!)

• system-specific: restore points, backup data
• file structure.
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Forensic Data Recovery: Undelete

15TestDisk undelete operation



Forensic Data Recovery: restore points
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Mac Time Machine

Win7 Virtual Snapshot Service restore



Forensic Data Recovery: file carving, e.g. foremost
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• »foremost« is the oldest file carver, but still quite reliable

• More recent carvers Scalpel, PhotorRec, CarvFs, LibCarvPath,
EnCase, Adroit …

• Please note: Differing heuristics will lead to different carving
results.

• Please note: Carving results are often »constructed traces«,
sometimes even misleading.



Forensic Data Recovery: drive slack, raw image inspect

First step: isolate the slack blocks with the »blkls«-command (formerly »dls«):

Second step: read the text fragments from the isolated blocks with »strings«:

In Principle, one can do this with the whole hd, just leave out dls …
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Forensic Data Recovery: other

• System crashes as source (e.g. .CHK)
• Registry / Logs – Autopsy timeline feature
• Dropbox cache / deleted items / account data /
recoverable sync data (Dropbox Reader, Dropbox Decryptor)

• Browser cache
• Desktop trash folder
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Auto-defragmentation
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Win7 autodefragmentation feature



File Structures: fastsave feature
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File Structures: .docx and .odt documents

• XML-based markup
• ZIP-compressed container

• Less often overwritten, corrupted (Garfinkel)
• Needs special carving algorithms, still under development,
some cases not covered yet (e.g. ”∼WRL[xxx].TMPfiles);
promising approaches: SMART and use of CRC32 checksums

• .docx: temporary files also ZIP-compressed XML-files
• Content cannot be extracted with command »strings«
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File Structures: .docx
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File Structures: .docx
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File Structures: .docx
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File Structures: RSID-tags in .docx

<w:body>

<w:p w:rsidR="00DF326F"w:rsidRDefault="00BB246B»

<w:r><w:t>This is a</w:t></w:r>

<w:r w:rsidR="00007AD8»<w:t>recently altered</w:t></w:r>

<w:r><w:t>paragraph.</w:t></w:r>

</w:p>

<w:p w:rsidR="00BB246B"w:rsidRDefault="00BB246B»

<w:r><w:t>In a second</w:t></w:r>

<w:r w:rsidR="00007AD8»<w:t>, even more recently rewritten</w:t></w:r>

<w:r><w:t>paragraph there was</w:t></w:r>

<w:r w:rsidR="00EB7E8F»<w:t>– surprise! –</w:t></w:r>

<w:r><w:t>a second rewrite almost at the same time as the

change in the first paragraph, as the identical RSID-Tag-No.00007AD8
indicates.</w:t></w:r>

</w:p>

</w:body>

Marked red: the clear text as it appears in the document.Marked green: RSID-Layers.Blue and red: nested edits.
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Draftback Plugin for Google Docs

James Somers: http://features.jsomers.net/how-i-reverse-engineered-google-docs/
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Cloud Forensics: Draftback Plugin for Google Docs

James Somers: http://features.jsomers.net/how-i-reverse-engineered-google-docs/
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Cloud Forensics: Dropbox, Dropbox Decryptor
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Discussion:
The Born Digital Record and the DSE



What is the »materiality« of the born digital record?

• ›Material‹ vs. ›immaterial‹
• Forensic vs. formal materiality
• Concepts of evidence / materiality, the ›document‹

• »distributed materiality« (J.-F. Blanchette, 2011)
• »relational materiality« (Estrid Sørensen, 2009)
• »performative materiality« (Johanna Drucker, 2013)
• »every access constitutes a distinct instance of the file«, »Access
is thus duplication, duplication is preservation, and preservation is
creation — and recreation.« (M. Kirschenbaum, 2013)

• »in effect, a disk image or bitstream virtualizes the archive by
yielding a legally and mathematically identical simulacrum.«, »The
e-palaeographer works with simulations of simulations, archives
of archives ... self identical and not, both at the same time.«
(M. Kirschenbaum, 2016)

• Aspects of media achaeology, software studies, critical
code studies
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Interdependent layers: distributed materiality

Jean-François Blanchette, whose work I first encountered in 2008,
draws on a very different disciplinary background for his criticism
of ”immateriality.”[…] he was extending the study of digital
materiality to the analysis of elaborate systems and their
interdependent modular components. By adding the concept of
distributed materiality to our inventory, he provides language to
describe the co-dependent, layered contingencies on which the
functions of drive, storage, software, hardware, systems, and
networks depend. Not only are all of these elements material, but
they are locked into relations with each other that are governed by
their material design and constraints in ways that have an effect
on the costs and efficient operation of the system.

Johanna Drucker: Performative Materiality and Theoretical Approaches
to Interface, dhq 2013. 7.1. par. 6.
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».txtual condition« of the Document / Trace

One can, in a very literal sense, never access the ‘same’
electronic file twice, since each and every access
constitutes a distinct instance of the file that will be
addressed and stored in a unique location in computer
memory. […] each access engenders a new logical
entity that is forensically individuated at the level of
its physical representation on some storage medium.
Access is thus duplication, duplication is preservation,
and preservation is creation — and recreation. That is
the catechism of the .txtual condition […]

Matthew Kirschenbaum: The .txtual Condition: Digital Humanities,
Born-Digital Archives, and the Future Literary, dhq 2013. 7.1. par. 16.
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M. Kirschenbaum: Kislak lectures

’A primary record’, the MLA told us in 1995, ’can appropriately be
defined as a physical object produced or used at a perticular past
time that one was concerned with in a given instance.’[…] But in
that aspact the MLA was only addressing half the issue. Today the
conceipt of a primary record can no longer be assumed to be
coterminus with that of a physical object. Electronic texts, files,
feeds and transmissions of all sorts are also indisputably primary
records.

But this also means that this data is fundamentally unstable in the
sense that they rest upon the foundations of other data, what is
quite literally in the trade known as metadata, in order to be
legible under the appropriate computational regiments, which I
have previously termed as formal materiality in my own work.

Matthew Kirschenbaum: The Kislak lectures, March 2016
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M. Kirschenbaum: Kislak lectures

[…] in effect, a disk image or bitstream virtualizes the
archive by yielding a legally and mathematically
identical simulacrum.

[…] Robert J Morris predicted ’within the next 10 years,a
small and elite band of e-palaeographers will emerge
who will recover data signal by signal.

The e-palaeographer works with simulations of
simulations, archives of archives ... self identical and
not, both at the same time.

Matthew Kirschenbaum: The Kislak lectures, March 2016
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M. Kirschenbaum: Kislak lectures

[…] not that I do not mean to suggest that media are
now immaterial, quite the contrary, but it does mean
that as I argued in Mechanisms, that in order to fully
apprehend the import of the digital medium, we must
acknowledge that its technology have been designed
and engineered through excruciatingly precice
tolerances that often brazenly exploit the physical
properties of phenomena right up to the limits of their
molecular integrity to create and sustain what I like to
call an illusion or a working model of immateriality.

Matthew Kirschenbaum: The Kislak lectures, March 2016
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Fred Cohen: C-Traces vs. O-Traces

Constructed trace A trace constructed from a
reconstruction process. [C-trace]

Original trace A trace produced from evidence in the
matter. [O-trace]

Fred Cohen: Putting the Science in Digital Forensics, Journal of Digital
Forensics, Security and Law, Vol. 6(1) 2011, p. 10.
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The science

• Digital traces have to be documented and evaluated,
according to their context and to their method of recovery
(Cohen) and also fragments have to be hashed (Garfinkel)

• Scientific testing of recovery, analytical methods,
algorithms with forensic corpora to satisfy the Daubert
principle (Garfinkel) – (especially important for file carving)
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Discussion

How to represent the genetic born digital record?

• Hashes! (also fragments (Garfinkel)? or better offset?)
• Snapshot character
• How to represent fragments in a meaningful way?
• Commentary bridging the gap towards historical,
distributed / relational materiality?

• Documentation also of recovery tools and versions? C-trace
problem to be addressed in the commentary?
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Thank you for your attention!

Special thanks goes to:
Christian Moch (Forensig 2.0)
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